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Witnesses speak on
student’s viral blog

November 2, 2016

“Frontline” unifies:
Staff fights to have a voice
in Suffolk community
laid off, dismissed.”

Chris DeGusto
Suffolk
Journal Staff and Senior

IN THE
By Alexa Gagosz, Editor-m-Chief

blog post
from a Suffolk
University sociology
student alleging
discrimination
went viral after
a professor
reportedly
commented on
specific words and
said that it was not
her “language.”
On Thursday,
21-year~oki McNair
Fellow, firstgeneration college
student, latina and
U.S. citizen Tiffany
Martinez posted
on her blog “Viva
Tiffany” an article
entitled “Academia,
Love Me Back,”
which highlighted
an assignment that
she had received
. back from her
• senior seminar
sociology professor,
in which she said
she was accused
of not writing her
entire paper.
The professor
had circled the
word “hence,” used
in the beginning of
a sentence in her
paper, the professor

A

wrote, “this is not
your word,” with
the word “not”
underlined twice.
“Please indicate
where you cut and
paste,” Martinez
said the unnamed
professor wrote
at the top of her
paper.
In Martinez's
blog post on Oct.
27, she wrote,
“This morning, my
professor handed
me back a paper (a
literature review) in
front of my entire
class and exclaimed
‘this is not your
language.”’
According
to
Martinez, she was
called to the liVont of
the room to receive
her paper and said
in her blog post,
“(the
professoii
immediately blamed
me in front of
peers,” and went on
to say, “I stood in
the front of the class
while a professor
challenged
my ;
intelligence.”
See l 7/v/I7 page3

Workers across the
nation are linked by
unions, allowing their
collective and individual
voices to be heard. Suffolk
University staff workers
are putting forth efforts
to have their voice heard
through the process of
forming a union of their
own. Called Our Suffolk
Union, the common goal is
to create an environment
where all voices of the
university’s
community
are heard.
“Over the last few
years
in
particular,
there’s been a real
culture of fear,” Annette
Donahue, who works in
the Law Support Services
department at Suffolk
said in an inter/iew with
The Suffolk Journal on
Monday.
“We’ve
had
long time co-workers
simply disappear with no
explanation. They’ve been
walked out by security;

alum
Program
Coordinator
in
the
Political Research Center
Merideth Power-Ayer said
in an interview with The
Journal on Monday; “A lot
of staff feel like our voices
are not being listened to,
and even more so than
that, they’re not being
heard for the most part.”
Both Donahue and
Power-Ayer
discussed
the need for staff to have
a “voice,” and for the
ability to feel represented
in the Suffolk community.
Donahue highlighted how
she believes that a lot of
decisions have been made
from “the top down,” and
are made without any
input from the staff.
Donahue talked about
how she has experienced
two rounds of layoffs,
with the first one in
particular involving the
use of police officers to
remove people from the

See ^ZTiypage 2

Staff Editorial

The endorsement
of our generation

_____________________ S5a«r--------

By Claire Schneider

have questioned authority

Alexa Gagosz and set its own standards
Editor-in-Chief of governance. When
The
presidential
election of 2016 is unlike
any other in American
history and it now brings
The Suffolk Journal staff
to endorse a candidate
for only its fourth time
in the 80 years of the
publication’s existence.
Since the university’s
founding in 1906, the
students, faculty and staff

Gleason Archer started a
Law School in his living
room, he stood as the
original rule breaker
when he accepted not just
the then “appropriate”
white, rich, protestant
male into his school, but
welcomed blacks, asians,
and
non-protestants.

See FDZE’page 4
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Disabled activists protest for personal care

FROM
SGA
Dear Suffolk Students.
Last week Board of
Trustees
Chairman,
Bob Lamb, and Trustee,
Chair of the Presidential
Search
Committee,
John Brooks, spoke at
the SGA meeting. The
two Trustees updated
SGA on the status of
the Presidential Search
Committee and the
actions of the entire
Board
of Trustees.
Check out the minutes
from that meeting on
our sociai media for
more details at the end
of this week.
We’d like to remind all
members of the Suffolk
community to take two
surveys that were sent
out in emails. The first
is a Diversity Climate
survey from Acting
President Kelly and the
Diversity Task Force,
Your responses will
help Suffolk make the
appropriate changes to
make life on campus
better for all students.
The second survey is
from the Presidential
Search Committee. Give
your input on our next
president and what
we need in Suffolk
University leadership!
Suffolk
University
will soon be making
the calendar for the
academic year. As you
ail know, the academic
year started before
Labor Day and this
caused many housing
issues for students
whose leases began
Sept. 1. If you were
affected by the early
start date please send
your name, year, story
and any expenses you
incurred because of
this to sga@suffoIk.edu.
We want to fight for
you and make sure our
students do not have to
go through this hassle
again.
SGA holds its weekly
general meetings on
Thumdays from 12:15
- 1:30 p.m. in Somerset
BIS. All members of the
Suffolk community are
welcome!
The Student
Government
Association

Brooke Patterson
Asst. Sports Editor

A national community
that formulates disability
rights
activists
to
withstand in nonviolent
direct action, ADAPT,
fought to restore their
personal care attendant
(PCA) program outside of
the John W. McCormack
Building on Tuesday.
ADAPT’s main goal
is to allow people with
disabilities to remain
in their homes and
away from expensive
institutions and nursing
homes. ADAPT encourages
the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts to fully
fund PCA’s over-time
costs and allow them to
work up to 66 hours per
week, put the Community
First
Choice
Option
into play and secure
$90 million in federal
funds, and endorse the
Disability Integration Act
which allows communitybased services to be
implemented in people’s
individual homes.
More than 200 disabled
activists raided the 11th
floor of the building in
order to obtain a meeting
with
the
executive
officers of health and
human services.
Spokesperson
for
Massachusetts
State
Police, Dave Procopio
said in an interview with
The Suffolk Journal on

Haley Clegg/ Photo Editor

“It just shows you what we will do
to make sure our needs are met.”
-Priya Permer
Tuesday night, “As the
afternoon wore on, more
protesters arrived, it
started to grow, and they
started to fill the lobby
and block the entrance.
They refused to leave
the 11th floor,' blocking
some elevators, because
it was a safety hazard we
had to ask them to leave
numerous times.”
On
Tuesday,
the
activists started their
protest around 1:00p.m.
and
ended
around
7:00p.m..
“It just shows you what
we will do to make sure
our needs are met,” said a
point person for ADAPT’s
media, Priya Penner.

People with disabilities
are stood up to protect
their PCA’s.
A member of the
National ADAPT from
Brighton, Massachusetts,
Olivia Richard, spoke
with The Suffolk Journal
during
the
protest
Monday night about the
work of PCA’s.
“These are folks that
are amazing people,” she
said. “ I mean, I’m sorry,
but we had to fight for
these people to get $15
an hour. Would you be
paid $15 an hour to disimpact someone’s fecal
impaction? Would you be
pai d $15 an hour to clean
up someone’s vomit?”

Richard’s PCA was not
present at the protest, but
was waiting to care for
her back at the hotel.
“I don’t bring her to
actions because I don’t
want to expose her to
that risk,” said Richard.
“ I am willing to put my
life on the line, so she can
have a better one.”
Richard and “200 of
[her] homies” gathered
in Boston in the hopes
to reap the attention
of Secretary Marylou
Sudders and Governor
Charlie Baker.
Bruce Darling, an
organizer with ADAPT,
said, “[Secretary Sudders
was] unwilling to give

us the number where
they stand, and what
they are willing to do.
We are hoping that the
Governor [Charlie Baker]
will listen to reason and
turn this entire thing
around by working with
the disability community
to fund the overt time.”
Disabled activists said
they will continue to fight
for their individual homes
and community based
services in hopes to bring
necessary overtime funds
for the PCA program.
Go to adapt.org to find
out more information
about ADAPT and follow
the activists.

Forming staff union fights for change, demands improvements
From STAFFp^ge 1

building. She also added
that she does not want
her co-workers to be
afraid to show up one day
and be escorted out vnth
no warning.
Classroom Technology
and Media Specialist Jess
Murphy, who has been
employed by Suffolk
for less than a year,
commented on those who
are said to have been
unexpectedly laid off in
an interview with The
Journal on Monday.
“I don’t feel like
my particular job is in
jeopardy right now, but I
don’t think that they did
either,” she said.

Murphy also discussed
the contrast of her
goals and the working
environment.
“We want to help the
faculty give [the students]
the best opportunities
that you can get, but
when we’re scared it’s
hard to,” said Murphy.
“When there’s a culture
of fear, how do we tell
our students it’s going to
be okay? How do we tell
our faculty it’s going to
be okay?”
Longevity
is
a
common issue that staff
members are concerned
about. Power-Ayer has
been employed at the
university for 11 years
with four at her current
position, and talked about
how she feels a sense of
loyalty to the school.

“I like Suffolk. I want
to work here, and I want
this to be someplace that
I can stay,” she said. “If in
the next few years we’re
really not seeing the
benefits that we need as
employees, just to pay our
bills and move forward as
individuals, then I don’t
know if I can stay.”
While Our Suffolk
Union is not an official
union yet, the members
and Service Employees
International
Union
(SEIU)
Local
888
organizing
committee
are hopeful to possibly
move forward before
this current semester
is over. Meetings are
held each Wednesday
for
supporters,
with
the beginning stages
of collaboration dating

back to the end of the
2016 spring semester.
According to an interview
with The Journal on
Monday, former Editor-inChief Jeff Fish who is now
an Office Coordinator
in
the
Government
department, said Our
Suffolk Union is at the
minimum
percentage
of workers required by
law to file for a workers
union.
Fish discussed how
Our Suffolk Union is
currently planning on
bolstering their numbers
in order to ensure a
successful
campaign
when the organization
decides to file. They are in
the process of spreading
the word and are filling
out job support cards
which go “under lock

and key” to the National
Labor Relations Board.
This began in August
according to Fish, who
estimated that they have
garnished the support
of around 140 of these
cards.
Power-Ayer is hopeful
that the new Suffolk
President will maintain
an open dialogue and
help contribute to making
the school a healthy place
to work. Donahue said
that she loves the people
she works with, and that
everyone cares about the
university’s mission and
wants the school to be
successful.
“Our broad goal is just
to make Suffolk a better
place to work so that it’s
a better place to learn,”
Murphy said.
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Martinez viral blog post receives global response
From UZ/L4Zpage 1
Multiple
students
in the class said in an
interview
with
The
Journal late Tuesday night
that the professor had
handed back papers to
each individual student in
class, where the professor
gave both negative and
positive feedback for each
student.
“I don’t know if they
intentionally wanted to
call me out in front of
everyone but that’s just
how it happened,” said
Martinez in an interview
on Saturday.
A student from the
class said she was neutral
on the situation and
saw both perspectives
of Martinez and the
professor.
“We talked about
Black Lives Matter and
the professor seemed in
full support of Black lives
and the movement so I
don’t think she’s racist,”
said one student in the
class to a Journal reporter
on Tuesday.
One student in the
seminar, who wished to
remain anonymous, said
in an interview that even
though the professor can
be critical, she said, “I
think our professor is a
good person. She means
well.”
Martinez
did
not
respond
to
communication from The
Journal to comment on
student responses as of
Wednesday morning.
On Tuesday night.
Acting President Marisa
Kelly posted on the
President’s Blog that
spoke on the moves the
university has
made
recently in order to tackle
diversity and inclusion.
“We cannot truly live

I(,
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By Twitter user tiffanycmar

Tiffany Martmez
up to what we aspire to
be as a university unless
we foster an inclusive
campus
community,”
Kelly wrote as she had
listed a number of
initiatives that started
when she assumed the
top office. “Last week’s
incident has made clear
that these steps are not
enough. There is more we
can do.”
A forwarded email
was sent to The Suffolk
Journal on
Saturday
from
University
of
Pennsylvania
professor
Herman Beavers that was
originally sent to Kelly’s
email. The letter talked
on the incident and
Martinez’s blog post.
“We
suspect that
Suffolk has mechanisms
to deal with student
misconduct,” said the
letter. “But we wonder
what sort of mechanisms
exist in situations where
a faculty member engages
in misconduct.”
Beavers sent a second
email on early Monday
morning with another list

of signatories making a
total of 277 signatories on
the letter to Kelly.
As of late Tuesday
night, Martinez’s original
Facebook post that shared
the link to her blog had
received more than 12,000
shares. Several news
sources picked up the
story including the Boston
Globe, New York Post,
Buzzfeed,
Huffington
Post, Daily Mail, BBC
World News,
NECN,
AOL News, Chronicle of
Higher Education and
Cosmopolitan. On social
media sites, the hashtag
#HENCE spread in 31
countries and 38 states in
the U.S., as of Wednesday
morning according to
a Keyhole tracking of
internet protocol (IP)
addresses.
According to Martinez,
the assignment was an
ungraded exercise that
would ultimately be a
segment in a four-part
project.
According to two
students in the class, they
were also criticized in

what they called the same
manner on comments
on their paper and the
same language issues
were pointed out by the
professor.
Martinez said she
brought the incident to
the sociology department
chair, James Ptacek, and
that he had launched an
investigation.
Ptacek told The Journal
on Tuesday afternoon that
he could not comment on
the investigation due to
educational policy.
The
professor
did not respond to
communication with The
Journal as of Wednesday
morning.
“As an
institution
founded on the highest
principles of inclusivity
and respect, we take this
matter very seriously,”
said
a
university
spokesperson
in
a
statement on Tuesday
night. “We have policies
and procedures in place to
respond to and investigate
matters such as this one,
and we are following

those procedures with
the utmost care for the
people involved.
As of early Wednesday
morning, there were
2,907 comments on the
original “Academia, Love
Me Back” blog post. Some
displayed support for
Martinez and said they
had experiences such as
hers.
“Tiffany, if you have
nothing to hide, then
you hand your paper
back to this professor
and tell them to put the
paper through one of the
many plagiarism software
programs,” said one of
the comments with the
username Trish.
Other
comments
challenged
Martinez’s
alleging
discrimination
on the comments.
“I mean you no
disrespect,
but were
portions of the work not
properly footnoted or
cited,” said one comment
with
the
username
Samael. “I had a white
male classmate of mine
booted from the Naval

Academy for just that.”
“Suffolk
University
is deeply committed to
fostering an inclusive
environment
where
every
student
and
every member of our
community is respected,”
said
the
university
spokesperson.
The
Student
Government Association
released a statement on
Sunday that reflected
Kelly’s email on inclusion
that was sent to the
Suffolk community on
Friday after a Buzzfeed
article was published.
“The
Student
Government Association
is committed to ensuring
that each and every
student at this institution
is treated fairly and with
respect that they deserve,”
said the statement. “We
are gathering as much
information
on
the
matter that is available at
this time.”
Contributors:
Chris DeCusto and
Brooke Patterson
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So terrible that Crooked didn’t report
she got the debate questions from
Donna Brazile.

Trump said pregnancy is an inconviencc
for employers. He dismisses the pay
gap. He said wages are too high.

ELECTION 2016
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Campaign Commentary
Is Congress going to be Red or Blue after this eleetion.^
in

New

Hampshire
Democratic
Gov. Maggie Hassan and
incumbent
Republican
Senator Kelly Ayotte.
A Suffolk University/
Boston Globe poll from
early October shows
Ayotte at 47 percent
leading Hassan at 41
percent.
Polling
Research
Genter director David
Paleologos had spoken
with Suffolk on the Senate
race.
“Here you also have two
well-known
candidates
and a low undecided,”
said Paleologos.
Huffington Post has
been tracking the NH
Senate race, and has
used a variety of polls,
including the Suffolk
University poll to create
their own model.
Democratic
Presidential
nominee
Secretary
of
State
Hillary Clinton has made
commitments
toward
getting
democrats
elected or re-elected into
Congress.
An
article
from

Maggie Randall between
Journal Staff

The
Presidential
election has been the most
discussed out of the 2016
elections. Congressional
elections
are
also
happening this year for
all members of the House
of Representatives, who
serve two year terms, and
for some Senators whose
six-year terms are up.
Some political experts
argue that while the
presidential election is
important, the party
that controls the House
of Representatives and
the Senate is equally
important in order for
legislation to take place.
The site 270towin uses
data to draw interactive
electoral maps and decide
which senate races are
safe, likely, or a toss-up.
According to 270towin,
there are 11 senate
races that could go in
either direction; toward
the Democrats or the
Republicans.
One of the closest
Senate races is happening

Politico explains that
Clinton plans on spending
six million dollars in
presidential and senate
“battleground states.”
The
article
also
notes that Sen. Harry
Reid (D-NV) and Sen.
Chuck Schumer (D-NY)
have asked the Clinton
campaign to spend to
step up her involvement
in the chamber’s races.
recently.
More
Congressman
G.
K.
Butterfield (D-NC 1st
District) and Congressman
James E. Clyburn (DSC 6th District) have
asked Clinton to support
democratic candidates.
“Down-ballot
races
are not as comfortable
as the presidential race,”
said Rep. Butterfield,
according to the New
York Times. He also said
that he has voter turnout
among African-Americans
in this election cycle.
According to U.S.
News and World Report,
Clinton told reporters
following a campaign
rally in Pennsylvania that
she is “emphasizing the

importance of electing
Democrats down the
ballot.”
Republican nominee
Donald Trump, on the
other hand, has gone
so far as to insult
Republican senators and
representatives running
for office.
The Boston Globe
reported that Trump
spoke out against Ayotte
(R-NH), saying that she
gave him “zero support
- and yet [he is] leading
her in the polls.” Trump
also compared Ayotte
to a “weak” person, and
explained that America
needs more “fighters.”
Trump has gone after
Speaker of the House Paul
Ryan (R-WI 1st District).
Earlier this month. Trump
tweeted that Ryan is an
“ineffective leader.”
Although Republicans
currently have a majority
in the Senate, Democrats
are expected to win the
majority in this election
cycle simply because
fewer
Democratic
Senators are running for
re-election this year.

In 2018, however,
there will be the opposite
exchange.
270towin
that
eight
shows
Republicans will have to
run again in two years to
defend their Senate seats,
whereas 23 Democratic
Senators will be running
for re-election.
According
to
FiveThirtyEight,
a
statistical analysis website
created by Nate Silver that
uses statistics to evaluate
politics, sports, and more.
Democrats currently have
a 71 percent chance of
controlling the Senate
after this election cycle.
If the Republicans win
a majority in Congress,
and a Democrat is
President, many fear that
America will face the
same sort of gridlock we
have grown accustomed
to over the past eight
years beginning with Pres.
Obama’s time in office.
Representatives
themselves are unsure
whether this gridlock
will persist after the 2016
elections.
“We are likely in

another period of divided
government, and I don’t
know that our task will
be any easier now than it
has been,” Congressman
Charlie Dent (R-PA 15th
District) told the New
York Times.
Many high profile
Republicans, for example,
have already said that
they will not approve of
any of Clinton’s Supreme
Court nominees if she
becomes president.
Sen. Ted Cruz spoke
with the Washington
Post about the possibility
of refusing to confirm
potential
Clintonnominees for the Supreme
Court.
“There is certainly
long historical precedent
for a Supreme Court with
fewer justices,” he said.
According
to
Associated Press, Sen.
Richard Burr (R-N.C.)
said, ‘Tf Hillary Clinton
becomes president, I am
going to do everything I
can do to make sure four
years from now, we still
got an opening on the
Supreme Court.”

The Journal endorses Hillary Clinton for president
From FOZE'page 1 “build a wall” than accept
any cultures into the
During his first year, he country, including the
had five of his students international
students
pass the Bar exam.
that Suffolk welcomes.
Former Secretary of Clinton said she will work
State and democratic toward a full and equal
nominee
Hillary
R. citizenship.
Clinton
has
talked
In 1936, the Suffolk
constantly
on
how Law School celebrated its
America must “celebrate 30th year and introduced
its diversity” for women the community of night
and minorities.
students to The Suffolk
Businessman
and Journal.
The
staff,
republican
nominee throughout its 80 years
Donald J. Trump calls of producing a paper- has
minorities
“rapists” printed either monthly,
and
encourages
his weekly or even stopped
supporters to object the altogether to send their
very democracy that the staff to work toward the
country was founded on war effort in the 1940s.
with the ideology that “all
'Clinton has respected
men were created equal.” the freedom of the press
During a 2016 count, while Trump has claimed
23 percent of Suffolk that the media is out to
University’s students were rig the election when they
coming to Boston from report the facts.
108 different countries
Clinton has promised
across the globe and to not only keep the
27 percent of domestic country safe and maintain
students are of color. a strong and equipped
54 percent of the total military, but she has also
population of students are said supporting military
women. Suffolk embraces veterans
and
their
its diversity.
families- much like the
Trump would rather 122 Yellow Ribbon G.I.

recipients at Suffolk in
2016.
Trump
disrespects
Prisoners of War and said
that they don’t have his
respect because they are
“not heroes when they’re
captured.”
During the 1960s,
Suffolk had a number of
protests that had rallied
on the Boston Common,
Street
and
Temple
surrounding
locations.
Because of these protests,
pop-up
publications
were produced, such
as a newspaper that
represented
Suffolk’s
Black
Panthers.
In
December of 2014, Suffolk
students marched in the
Black Lives Matter protest
that started on Boston
Common and pounded
through the city streets
for hours into the night.
Clinton knows that
America’s long struggle
with race is far from
finished and she is ready
to fight for all citizens.
Trump asks the black
community “what do you
have to lose?”
In 1968, The Journal

hired its first woman
Editor-in-Chief. In the
1960s, a woman stood
and turned her back to
her own graduation at
Suffolk in order to protest
for her right to her own
health.
Clinton has worked
countlessly on women
and family issues to fight
for equal pay, women’s
right to make her own
decisions in her health
and LGBT rights and
equality.
Trump has offended,
sexualized,
assaulted
and disrespected women.
Between his offenses
toward his own daughter
and his female co
workers, Trump does
not understand the true
meaning of respect and
equality toward womenthe majority of Suffolk’s
student makeup.
Suffolk
adjunct
professors
throughout
the years have fought for
higher wages and benefits
as well as the respect of
the university.
Clinton works to raise
these
wages.
Trump

looks to help the top one
percent.
In a staff editorial
in 2001, The Journal
critiqued
George W.
Bush for when he said
that atheists should not
be considered American
citizens. The Journal said
that the nation should
coexist like Suffolk has.
In the spring semester
of 2016, a debacle between
the Board of Trustees
and former president
Margaret
McKenna
had cast a spotlight on
student activists that
fought for transparency
and updated bylaws. In
October of 2016, the
staff union “Our Suffolk”
sent a letter to the editor
that was published in
The Journal that had
demanded
workforce
stability. Suffolk exceeds
by playing not by the
rules but by questioning
authority and demanding
change. This election, we.
The Suffolk Journal staff,
looks to the future U.S.
president for change.
In fall of 2014, Martha
Coakley sent a letter to

Suffolk students that
would be published in
The Journal. The Editor’s
note that went alongside
the letter read that
The Journal does not
participant in any type of
endorsements. However,
with the election of 2016,
we cannot have this
mentality. We must stand
by the candidate that
represents Suffolk and its
students.
We,
The
Suffolk
Journal staff endorse
Hillary Rodham Clinton
for president of the
United States. We as a
staff spent hours in the
Moakley Archives to
relive the history of both
Suffolk University and
The Suffolk Journal. In
September of 1960, The
Journal published a staff
editorial and stated “The
Journal must always be
Suffolk.” Clinton is The
Journal and The Journal
is still Suffolk. Clinton
chooses diversity, women,
equality, and service and
has a plan- much like the
institution that we belong
to.

THESUFFOLKJOURNAL.COM
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Palestine films portrayed with new style
Elvira Mora
Journal Contributor
The Museum of Fine
Arts Boston has just
concluded their 10th
annual Palestinian Film
Festival. The festival
started on Oct. 13 and
continued through Oct.
30 and featured thought
provoking films that
included independent and
honest views of Palestine,
focused mostly on its
controversial politics.
Leila
and
Larissa
Sansour each showcased
their films. Leila was
born in Moscow, Russia
in 1966. She is a well
known speaker in the
film community on issues
regarding the Middle East
and has given speeches
at the British Parliament,
The Royal Institute of
Foreign
Affairs
and
dozens of other venues.
Larissa
Sansour was
born in Jerusalem, Israel
in 1973. Her art works
often include elements
of Western films, horror
films and superheroes.
The
Sansour
sisters
returned to Bethlehem,
Palestine in 1973 after
residing in Moscow.
Leila Sansour’s film
“Open Bethlehem” was
written and directed from
a personal perspective
based off of when she
returned to her hometown
in Palestine. This film

By Facebook user Worldview PMA

Spanned over the course
of seven years and was
essentially a campaign to
stop Israeli forces from
encircling Bethlehem.
Larissa Sansour hosted
a sci-fi trilogy involving
issues of space with the
political atmosphere in
Palestine. For “A Space
Exodus” the influence
was said to be drawn
from Neil Armstrong’s
historic moon landing,
which was meant to
support a hopeful future
for Palestine. The second
film “Nation Estate” was
a hint at a futuristic
solution and imitates
high class living.
The third and final
film “In the Future,
They Ate from the Finest
Porcelain” depicted a

blend of topics consisting
of politics, archaeology
and sci-fi. The underlying
theme of national identity
was at the forefront of the
film, where a psychologist
and fighter discussed
events of a fictional
civilization based off
Sansour’s real life trauma
over losing her younger
sister. The significance
of the use of porcelain
bowls highlighted the
prominent representation
of how Sansour wished
to culturally present
Palestine. The main point
restated
continously
was the possibility of
influence over history
in order to support the
claims of their continuous
vanishing
lands.
Leila Sansour explained

how she produces films
with a different focus
than her sister.
“My sister’s audience
would be an arts audience
and for me, it would be
academics and campuses,”
she said.
She explained that her
sister chose the genre of
sci-fi, because she felt as
though Western culture
and media could easily
relate when discussing the
past, present and future.
She
prefaced
any
questions
about
the
trilogy with an emphasis
on how her sister is an
artist, leaving her trilogy
and original intent open
to interpretation. She
explained her thoughts
by expressing the saying,
“The artist is dead because

of people’s commentary
and what they want to
take from a piece.”
Leila Sansour does not
consider herself to be
an activist, despite her
politically charged world.
“Strangely enough, I
guess I do consider myself
politically involved,” she
said. “Maybe I wouldn’t
consider myself an activist
because that sounds like
somebody who deals with
a lot of issues and also the
word may be associated
with protesting and I only
focus on Palestine, which
is my issue. ‘Activist’
conjures up a personality
that I don’t possess.”
Sansour
discussed
how difficult it is to
send a critical message
about politics through a

personal lens as well as
have the ideal perspective
shown. As a filmmaker,
Sansour says “Well, it’s
very tough, I have to
tell my story and that
was a struggle, because
inevitably there has been
tension in Palestine, but
creating and shaping the
film and making people
experience my experience
and
communicating
something makes this
very challenging.”
Leila Sansour currently
leads the organization
Bethlehem
as
Open
founder
and
chief
executive officer, which
was
established
to
promote the resolution
of the Israeli/Palestinian
conflict by propelling
Bethlehem as a gateway.

WORLD BRIEFS
OFFENSIVE MOSUL

: PROTEST MOROCCO
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Iraqi Special Forces have penetrated the outskirts of Mosul on Tuesday, reports
The Independent. ISIS militants have been holding off the offensive to this point,
but have been softened up by air support. On Nov. 1, Iraqi F16 warplanes bombed
militants in Mosul killing more than 115 militants, reported BBC. Besides securing
the city, the Iraqi offensives hopes to capture Abu Bakr al-Baghdadi who is the
self-declared caliph of ISIS. According to multiple news sources, a senior Kurdish
official still believes he is in the city. On Monday, the BBC reported that Iraqi Prime
Minister Haider al-Abadi told the more than 4,000 militants in Mosul that there
is “no escape” and to “either surrender or die”. The Iraqi forces are focusing on the
eastern half of Mosul first, reported the Guardian. It is divided by the Tigris river
and the only way to cross into the city is over bridges that are believed to be booby
trapped. American officials recently stated that they believe senior members of ISIS
are fleeing the city, according to multiple news sources. Mosul is the last major

Eleven people have been arrested following the death of a fish seller, Mouhdne
Fikri, in Morocco, according to multiple news sources. On Oct, 28, Fikri was
crushed in a rubbish lorry while trying to a retrieve a large amount of swordfish
that was previously confiscated by the police, reported the BBC. Swordfish is not
legally allowed to be fished this time of year so, upon finding out that Fikri was
in possession of it, the police took and destroyed the contraband seafood. His
death has been seen as a symbol of unfair government. Eleven people suspected of
involuntary manslaughter have been arrested by police in Morocco. According to
The Independent, the eleven suspects were also connected withallegations of forging
public documents. The phrase “crush the hell out of him” has gained popularity on
social media, but the prosecution has said this was not an intentional homicide.
Witnesses on the scene claim that a security officer standing by commanded that
the truck’s driver start the compactor while the victim was still Inside, reported BBC.
This resulted in a gruesome death for Fikri. The prosecution stated that two ministry
employees, two fisheries officials, and the head of the local veterinary services were
arrested as well.

urban stronghold controlled by ISIS and the offensive has been developing slowly
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Education on a
Suffolk students recollected on recent earthquakes in Italy
Jacob Geanous
World News Editor

Italy
has
been
shaken up by a string of
earthquakes that have
left thousands of people
homeless and caused
extensive
structural
damage to the country’s
ancient
architecture.
The most recent seismic
activity, a 6.6 magnitude
quake on Oct. 30, is
the worst to hit Italy in
more than three decades,
reported The New York
Times. The U.S. Geological
Survey reported that it
struck 3.7 miles north of
Norcia with aftershocks
that rippled throughout
Central Italy. Currently,
there are 12 Suffolk
University
students
studying abroad in Italy.
Six of the students are
enrolled in John Cabot
University in Rome, an
area that felt considerable
rumblings as a result of
the quake.
Caleb
Gauvin,
a
Suffolk
University
sophomore
finance
major, has been in Rome
since Aug. 21 studying
abroad in the ancient city
for the semester. Born
in Maine, Gauvin has
grown up and attended
school exclusively in the
Northeast of the United
States. He said he has
never witnessed a natural
disaster like this, first
hand, until he began
his studies in Rome.
He explained that his
roommate from California
had experienced this
before and fortunately
knew the general safety
protocols for seismic
tremors.
“I woke up and my bed
just started shaking,” said
Gauvin. “My roommate
told me to get under
the door frame so I ran
to get underneath the
door frame. The whole
apartment
was
now
shaking.”
As the apartment
continued to rattle, Gauvin
noted that particles from
the ceiling started to
come loose and sprinkle
down on his roommate’s
bed. The following day
classes at John Cabot
were cancelled as the
damage was assessed. The
university sent emails for
their students to confirm
that they were safe.
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By Facebook user Doyle Industries

After the earthquake,
emergency
services
pulled people from the
rubble in Norcia, CNN
reported.
The Basilica
of San Benedetto in
Norcia,
built
during
the 14* century, was
decimated by the quake
and nearly reduced to
rubble. Multiple news
sources also confirmed
that Rome’s Coliseum had
newly formed cracks that
began creeping up the
sides of the ancient arena
following the disaster,
fifteen thousand people
are currently receiving
shelter along the Adriatic
coast and central Italy,
as of early Wednesday
morning, multiple news
sources reported.
In the areas that were
less affected, the Italian
residents seem to be
going about their daily
routines, according to
Gauvin. Homes across
the country were rattled
violently while most
residents were trying to
sleep, but it has not left a
noticeable emotional scar
on many of those who call
Rome home, said Gauvin.
“I went into the city
that day,” he said. “Public
transportation
was
still running normally.
People were out on the
streets. They seem pretty
accustomed to it.”
Four
earthquakes
have jolted Italy since
this August. There have
been no confirmed deaths
resulting from the most

recent quake, but the
death toll from previous
earthquakes in Italy in
2016 is more than 290,
reported the Guardian.
Almost all of these
casualties happened as a
result of the devastating
effects following the
Aug.
24
earthquake
that struck Accumoli.
The violent vibrations
struck the structurally
unsound city, collapsing
rubble
on
hundreds
of helpless residents.
Almost immediately, the
European
Commission
released a statement.
“We
express
our
heartfelt condolences and
sympathy to the families
and friends of those who
have lost loved ones,”
read the statement. “Our
thoughts are also with
the first responders and
all those involved in the
rescue operations. Italy
is part of our European
family and
as
the
European Union we stand
in full solidarity with the
Italian people and the
national authorities at
this time.”
Suffolk students in
Rome were too far from
Accumoli to feel the
Aug. 24 tremors. Their
first seismic experience
came recently on Oct. 26.
During this day, Gauvin
was taking an exam as
the ground started to
jitter. This was the first
earthquake he has ever
experienced. He recalled
feeling of uneasiness as

stability began to slip
under his feet.
“I went to turn my
exam in and when I
stood up. I’ve never felt
anything like this.” he
said. “I thought I was
feeling
lightheaded,
but all of a sudden my
teacher told us it was an

earthquake. The Italians
in class didn’t think
anything of it. Another
student from Suffolk was
in the class and we were
both shocked that they
didn’t react at all.”
Gauvin noted that
the local Italians are
quick to forget when

it comes to domestic
earthquakes.
Although
these are completely
new experiences for him,
he said locals seem to
shake it off as if nothing
happened.
“Nobody talked about it,”
he said. “It’s like it didn’t
even happen.”
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VIEW THE COLLECTION

Dan Croll concert review,
Film review: Do Not Resist

Photo series from
Boston Ballets “Le Corsaire”

Watch out for next weeks edition

Check it out: thesuffolkjournal.com
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“Le Corsaire” en pointe in season opener

Haley Clegg / Photo Editor

Boston Ballet School students and Seo Hye Han dance with extravagant garlands during the famous, "Jardin Anime."

Felicity Otterbein
Arts Editor

Kendra Huber
Journal Contributor
Ivan Liska’s production
of
“Le
Corsaire”
encompassed the essence
of both the poetry of
dance and the power of
character. Held at the
Boston Opera House,
the Boston Ballet kicked
off the 2016-17 season
with the North American
premier of Liska’s version
of this epic story, which
embodied action, romance
and anticipation.
Making
its
first
American
debut
in
1997, this ballet was
composed in 1856 by
Adolphe Charles Adam,
just 40 years prior to
the publication of Lord
Bryon’s epic “The Corsair,”
on which this production
is based. From Bryon, to
Adam and now to Liska,
they all tell the story of
the pirate Conrad who
falls in love with Medora
and risks everything to

hold onto her.
United States native
Patrick Yocum, a soloist
portraying
Conrad,
discussed in a post-show
interview with The Suffolk
Journal the mindset he
developed in order to
fully consume the role.
“[Conrad] is a very
classic heroic character,
who's got a bit of
arrogance, but shows
immense bravery for
Medora,” said Yocum.
“This ballet is the dance
of Conrad in many
ways, because this is his
adventure and his story.”
Yocum
has
been
dancing with the Boston
Ballet since 2008 and
became a soloist for the
company in 2015.
“What you’re seeing is
an incredible preservation
of a very interesting
history,”
Yocum
explained to The Journal.
Although he said without
prior knowledge of this
story's content, it can
be challenging to follow
the storyline during the
performance.
By the early 1900s,

close to 150 years after
the ballet first appeared,
26 different composers
had revised the music.
In Liska’s version, he
has taken it back to the
early choreography of
Marius Petipa, cutting
the composition down to
just six composers. What
has formulated from this
revision is an alluring
outline of the character
Conrad, emphasizing his
romantic, passionate and
pirate nature.
Medora, a merchant’s
daughter is destined to
be sold to the Pasha, who
possesses great wealth
and power, but Conrad
steals her away to escape
said certain fate. Despite
overwhelming odds and
near-death at sea, the two
lovers prevail and set sail
for new life of freedom
and happiness.
The
soloists’
performances
were
breathtaking,
with
seemingly endless turns
and gravity-defying leaps
and lifts.
Opening night featured
Lasha Khozashvili as

Seo Sye Han, Lasha Khozashvili
and Irian Silva during rehearsal.

Conrad, and Seo Hye
Han as Medora. The pair
possessed
unparalleled
chemistry and told a
tale of heartbreak and
devotion. An outstanding
use of mise-en-scene and
overall stage production,
the show’s success was
enhanced by the stunning

costumes and dramatic
portrayal of enduring
love, perseverance and
fighting for what’s right.
This
production
offered the audience
a
breathtaking
demonstration
of
how combining great
music with wonderful

characters,
developed
through dance, can tell
a riveting story. This
production is not limited
to a strict, classical ballet
format, but instead moves
beyond form to offer a
living, moving story.
“The essence of dance
is to be able to lose
yourself in a character
like Conrad, and connect
with
the
audience
through this character
so that they can relate to
you,” said Yocum. “That
is the reason why I dance.
This is who I am, I am a
corsaire, I am a pirate.”
“Le Corsaire” is all of
the emotions that cannot
be explained in words, but
only expressed through
dance. The characters
and the poetry of their
movement make this
experience
memorable
and worthwhile.
The
production
will run from Oct. 27
through Nov. 6. For
more information, visit
www.bostonballet.org or
go to the Boston Opera
House located on 539
Washington St.
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22, 2016-January 16, 2017
Oburses avaifobie:
MAST 1111 - Defining America and Americans {4

Four-week online courses
4-credit, 2-credit, and 1credit courses are available
Take a variety of courses
including core requirements
and electives
Learn from your own
computer at your own pace*

credits)
CAS 201 - Coilege to Ca reer: Ex:plore Your Options
and Find Yoyr Path (1 credit)
CJM 222 - OommyniCTtlon and Le^ership (2
credits)
GVT110 — introdudiiort to Afr^rican Ifemocracy (4
credits)
G\n"115—Evolutidfi of te Global Systems (4
credits)
HST150 - Empires and Globalization II (4 credits)
PHIL 127 - Contemporary Mora] issyes (4 credits)
PSYCH 24S— Psychology csl Mindfulrtess {2 credits)
SO 173 arid 1173 -“Geographic infbmnabon Science
and Lib {341 credits)

*Smm coursEs may rEquire studeffts to fog
on at specific cfotes/ffoies or to take exams
on mmpus.
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STAY TUNED:

WHO’S MORE OPINIONATED?

Interfaith Center:
what is it all about?

Cyclists in Boston:
How do you feel about them?

Watch out for next week’s edition ,

Check it out: thesuffolkjournal.com
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Patrick Holmes
Opinion Editor

I have faith in my
university; a university
driven by students.
During Orientation of
2015, Suffolk accepted
one of the biggest classes
that would call Suffolk
home for the next four
years. I was hopeful
and enthusiastic about
starting college life and
building that sense of
independence I craved so
much. Suffolk was that
stepping stone into real
adult-hood, far away from
any form of parenting.
That real adult-hood
hit fast when leadership
at
the
university
was starting to lose
equilibrium. As students,
we didn’t have much
control over what was
happening to the school
we thought we knew so
well. Just a few months

into last semester, the
former president was
being
discussed
for
termination.
What went wrong?
The new students
who thought Suffolk was
their well known home
came to realize that this
termination was just the
tip of the iceberg. Below,
a whole other dimension
existed where multiple
presidents ceased to have
power over the course of
not enough years.
But,
as
students,
we marched On in our
academics and seemed
to trust each other
enough to know that the
university would stay
afloat, that everything
would be alright. We
threw protests for our
voices to be heard and
even though the outcome
wasn’t what we wanted,
we were heard.
This university, Suffolk
University,
is
more
student-driven than any
person gives it credit for.
Students seem to think
their voices aren’t heard

because
instantaneous
action isn’t taken. But
instant gratification is
an ugly thing. It’s time
to realize that nothing

called for a voice in the
decision for the next
president and received
a survey. Some students
may disagree with the

“This university,
Suffolk
University, is
more student
driven than any
person gives it
credit for.”
happens overnight.
Again, I have faith in
my university.
With no permanent
leadership, we are still
an up and running
university. The students

action taken, but they
were still given a voice, a
choice.
Behind the scenes,
students don’t know
what is going on and to
assume only exacerbates

the situation. I have faith
that Suffolk is trying
to do what is best for
the university and its
students.
The
student
population is extremely
diverse and with this
knowledge, Suffolk is able
to be a top university
among students of many
ethnicities.
With
23
percent of the student
body being international,
according to enrollment,
the varying voices are
endless.
Moreover,
the acceptance of all
is overpowering and
although perfection isn’t
attainable, we do our
best.
As students, we owe it
to Suffolk, and ourselves,
to not assume before we
have all the facts. We
should not break that
trust we have with each
other over incidents that
are out of our control. Let
our voices be heard, but
for the right reasons.
I came to this school
not knowing what to
expect but finding the

place that will host
my successes for four
years. ;Even without a
stated leadership, my
education is still valid
and flourishing. Despite
the loWered credit rating,
according to the Boston
Globe, every minute spent
at Suffolk is a moment
that many Americans
don’t get the chance to
have.
Looking
past
the
turmoil associated with
the university, we are
uniquely situated in the
most convenient part of
Boston. Moreover, we
have updated facilities
and buildings that should
out way the animosity
held to the recent
situations Suffolk has
found itself in.
A reputation is what
you make of it and I have
faith that Suffolk will
turn this bad publicity
around. Although, one of
the best ways is through
the voices of the students.
We are what make Suffolk
a university.
I have faith in Suffolk.
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MBTA late-night
service, again

1

Courtesy of Flickr user matthrono

who normally rely on like Medford, Hopkinton,
Jillian Barrows jobs
the train.
Quincy and Charlestown.
Journal Contributor
As someone who has These students depend on

This past March, the
MBTA cut its short-lived
late-night train and bus
services on Friday and
Saturday nights. This
made it more and more
difficult, and expensive,
for college students to
get home if they are out
with friends late at night,
or working late shifts at
their jobs. Students have
had to resort to using
systems of transportation
like Uber and Lyft, which
is much more expensive
than using the T. While
the MBTA recently looked
at a proposal for a new
late-night bus service, it
may still not be enough
for
some
students,
especially commuters.
A
non-profit
advocacy group called
TransitMatters
backed
a 3.5 million dollar
proposal that will have
approximately 15 buses
that will run every 75
minutes along certain
routes in town between
the hours of 1a.m. and
5a.m., according to a
recent story in the Boston
Globe.
Not only will
this service be running
on weekends, but every
night of the week. While
this could be helpful to
those working late nights
or for club goers who live
in Boston, it doesn’t look
like it will be convenient
for a majority of students
and those with late-shift

been a commuter for
four years at Suffolk, I
have relied on the Orange
Line train service to get
home from late shifts at
work, and spending time
out with friends. With
the cancellation of late-

“The reason for
the cancellation of
late-night service
may have been
due to expenses
and low ridership
for the MBTA, but
there has got to be
a better plan put
in place other than
a small portion of
buses.”
night train service, it has
become more difficult to
get home, especially since
I am not living in Boston.
The majority of the
Suffolk community is
commuters and many
of them reside outside
of Boston. There are
some
upperclassmen
that for the past three
or four years have been
commuting from cities

the trains.
The new bus proposal
may work for some of
the students, but for the
commuters it will not.
Having to wait around for
75 minutes late at night
in the dark, can be time
consuming and possibly
dangerous. With only
bus service in certain
locations at night, the
only option is to call an
Uber and pay upwards of
25 dollars.
The reason for the
cancellation of late-night
service may have been
due to expenses and low
ridership for the MBTA,
but there has to be a
better plan put in place
other than a small portion
of buses.
What will happen this
winter when students
have to wait well over an
hour in the freezing cold
for their bus to arrive?
This will surely continue
to send people home
early on nights out and
still cause frustration for
people who are exhausted
from working the late
shift.
TransitMatters
may
have been thinking of
the people of Boston by
introducing this plan,
but it’s not going to be
sufficient enough for
the entire population of
students and workers.
The train along with bus
connections will always
be the best option for
commuters.

O

No consistency, no contributions
Letter to the Editor

Dear Acting President
Kelly,
Many Suffolk alumni
are
furious
beyond
measure
that
the
university has
spent
millions of dollars for
presidents that come and
go. Six presidents in six
years when the average
tenure of a university
president is five years.
Is that our best use of
resources?
When alums receive
the call for contributions,
we are taken aback and
fearful of funding poor
decisions made by the
trustees of our alma
mater. This year, when
I received the call to
donate, I asked for the
name of the current
Suffolk president. The
advancement
caller
admitted she did not
know. Only that President
McKenna, whom she
liked, had been fired.
This is not the Suffolk
I graduated from, nor is
it the vision of Gleason L.
Archer.
But
then
again.
President
McCarthy
dismantled the Cape Cod
CJN program, which is
how I matriculated into
the Suffolk community.

(/)
Courtesy of Suffolk Alumni Assn Twitfer

Clearly the landscape has
changed, and only the
slick advertising brochure
showcasing the beauty of
Boston is what remains of
Suffolk’s past.
While the university
is spending millions of
endowment dollars in
presidential payouts, the
need of our undergrad
student scholarships is
diminishing. Why should
our students receive
less financial support
while delusional hiring
decisions are sucking
the marrow out of the
university’s endowment?

This simply erodes the
mission of our founders.
I suggest a different
approach to outreach.
Let’s focus on the
moment...helping
the
incoming class reach their
scholarship potential.
Of course, I realize you
will probably be gone in
less than a year.
Sincerely,
Bill Schneider,
Suffolk University
Alum BSJ ‘11
Associate Director
Graduate Creative
Writing Program
Wilkes University

REACH THE SUFFOLK COMMUNITY
AND RAISE BRAND RECOGNITION

by placing
our ad here
Fill out this form to submit
a request for your ad:

bit.l3r/ReqnesUd
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Fusco plays rounds, then takes the mounc

year, I was a pretty good schedule, and during his
and balancing two
Brooke Patterson competitor, but this year off-season he is able to school
sports, , he has to find time
Asst. Sports Editor
Junior Mark Fusco
has managed to balance
the lifestyle of a two
sport collegiate athlete at
Suffolk University.
Fusco plays for both
the men’s golf and baseball
teams. He has been a part
of the golf team for two
consecutive years while
also contributing to the
men’s baseball team for
four years as one of the
team’s pitchers.
During his high school
career, Fusco also played
golf and baseball. He
also played basketball,
but his height gave him
a disadvantage, so it “did
not work out.”
While in high school,
Fusco did not initially
have
the
intention
of being a two-sport
collegiate athlete.
“I was mainly a baseball
player, but because I
knew how to golf and my
high school’s golf team
was pretty good, I figured
I’d give it a shot,” he said
in an interview with The
Suffolk Journal.
At Suffolk, the golf
season (which ended
with the New England
Intercollegiate
Golf
Association (NEIGA)) did
not go as expected for
Fusco, but he said he was
still there for his team.
Fusco spoke about his
golf performance, ’’Last

I was more of a team guy
and didn’t perform as
well as I would have liked
too.”
He also recognized
the 13-member roster for
their contributions to the
team’s season.
“As a team, we
made some pretty good
improvements.
Owen
Boggini and Demetrois
Stamouli are a couple of
really good freshman on
the team, so the future is
bright for Suffolk golf,”
he said.
Practice wise, Fusco
was unable to focus on
golf as much as he would
have liked to this season,
but he did talk about the
difficulties behind the
sport.
“You’re out there by
yourself. It’s comparable
to pitching because you’re
out there and you’re the
person in charge,” said
Fusco. “You are in control
of what happens.”
Two years ago, the
two-sport
competitor
missed both his golf and
baseball seasons. He
received ulnar collateral
ligament reconstruction,
or Tommy John surgery,
which caused him to
redshirt for baseball.
Fusco said that he is
finally completely healthy
and has fully recovered
from his surgery.
Luckily for him there is
no overlap in his practice

work on both sports. In
his off-season, he tries to
go to the gym as much as
he can and works at the
golf course as a caddy.
“[Working as a golf
caddy] works on my
legs and I am constantly
surrounded by golf,” said
Fusco. “Carrying bags
up and down hills is like
killing two birds with one
stone.”
Fusco explained that
the two sports do have
differences
in
their
trainings. He mentions
how golf is more core
strength,
whereas
baseball is an everyday
workout.
Baseball
workouts consist of lifting
weights, running, and as
a pitcher, he has to work
out his legs a tremendous
amount.
Balancing
two
collegiate level sports is a
skill that not many people
can accomplish, but Fusco
talks about how time
management is essential.
“It’s
challenging
obviously, a lot of time
for both sports, but I also
have to focus on school so
I definitely have to plan
out my time accordingly,”
he said.
Fusco tries to take
earlier classes for school,
so that way he can make
it to golf in the afternoon
and baseball at night.
He jokingly said that
somewhere in between

to eat.
With the golf season
coming to a close,
and
baseball
season
approaching, Fusco looks
forward to playing this
season fully recovered.
“Now that I have
recovered and now that
I am healthier, I look to
contribute more to the
[baseball] team,” he said.
Last season, as a
pitcher, he came out
of the bullpen and
pitched anywhere from
one to three innings.
Fusco even had the
opportunity to pitch
in the Great Northeast
Atlantic
Conference
(GNAC)
Tournament
Championship game in
a 5-4 10-inning win over
Saint Joseph’s College of
Maine in Standish, Maine
on May 8 last year. As a
team, the Rams hope to
win their third GNAC.
Fusco
says
his
individual hopes this
season are, “To help the
team as best as [he] can.
This will be [his] first
season fully recovered.
Last season [he] was
recovered, but only to an
extent.”
The Rams baseball
team will begin their
spring season with the
hopes of clinching a few
titles, such as the National
Athletic
Collegiate
Conference (NCAA).

Courtesy of Suffolk Afhletics

“[Golf] is comparable
to pitching, because
you’re out there and
you’re the person in charge.’
- Mark Fusco

s

TIME TO CATCH UP
Womens Head Golf Coach Jay Parker
reflects on season, discusses year plans
Check it out: thesuffolkjournal.com

Q @NHLBruins
Congrats to @Bmarch63 on
picking up his 300th NHL point
tonight!
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Suffolk Athletics disqualifies Medina and Sagyndykova
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Women’s tennis duo breaks NCCA rule, says violation is not intentional

Courtesy of Suffolk Athletics

“We never say no when we
have the opportunity to play.”
Pictured from left to right: Womens Tennis senior players Valentina Medina and Aidiana Sagyndykova
to not let [Medina and and no contact rules
during the off-season
According to the top with student-athletes and
five secondary violation their respective sports
of the NCAA Division III, programs
encourages
“out-of-season athletically students to be wellrelated activities is a rounded at the university
violation.” The rule is by balancing their time
provided on the hand for
academics
and
out on the NCAA website studying abroad.
as
well
as
section
In an interview with
17.1.5 of the non-profit The Journal on Monday
association’s
manual. morning, Medina and
NCAA has over 8,500 Sagyndykova said they
rules within their DI, DII want others who think
and Dill schools.
that their offense is
Pla3dng and practice “extra coaching” that they
seasons is the second were playing alongside
most common type of Barros and his team for
violations according to the United States Tennis
the NCAA enforcement Association. The pair
handout on the website. said they did not receive
As a Dill institution, coaching from Barros.
McConnell
said
that
“I still want people
student-athletes
are to know that we did
allowed to practice 20 not violate the rules
hours a week with a intentionally. We just love
maximum of four hours tennis and we wanted to
per day. The 20 hour play,” said Medina. “We
rule document provided never say no when we
on the NCAA website have the opportunity to
also enforces the rule play.”
by reminding Dill sports
Sagyndykova
added
programs that they “may that they played a total
not participate in any of 5-6 matches during
countable
athletically a
bi-weekly
period
related activities (CARA) with Barros during the
team’s offseason. They
during the off-season.”
“Breaking the rule is misunderstood the rule
going against what Dill is and thought they were
about,” said McConnell. granted 30 hours of
He added that the practice practice time last season.

Skylar To Sagyndykova] compete.”

Sports Editor

Suffolk
University
women tennis players,
seniors Valentina Medina
and Aidiana Sagyndykova,
were officially notified on
Oct. 22 that they were
disqualified from playing
in the semi-finals against
Simmons College for
illegally playing in the
offseason last spring with
Assistant Tennis Coach
Manny Barros.
The
university’s
Athletics Director Cary
McConnell reached an
agreement
with
the
athletics department to
bench both the players
after Johnson & Wales
University Head Tennis
Coach Devin Kitterick
notified McConnell in
a phone call on Friday
afternoon regarding of
the
violations
under
Division III of the National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association (NCAA).
“[JWU] were doing us
a favor and saving us less
damage,” said McConnell
in an interview with
The
Suffolk
Journal
on Monday afternoon.
“We went about making
decision and decided as
an athletics department

so they thought that they
were set to play. They
now know that there
was no rule for the 30hour practice time and
that they did commit a
violation.
“His intentions were
not to coach us, but to
play and have fun,” said
Medina.
The Journal learned
of the disqualification on
Tuesday morning from
both Medina via text and
Sagyndykova via email.
Barros did not respond
to communication with
The Journal regarding
this article as of late
Tuesday night. GNAC
Commissioner Joe Walsh
said in an email to The
Journal on Oct. 28 that in
his point of view, the two
student athletes were not
disqualified.
However,
he will defer any further
comments to The Journal
about the university’s
athletics department.
McConnell said the
violations were evident
and the decision to bench
the two players was the
best decision for the
department to make.
“I don’t have an
opinion on fairness, it’s
not my responsibility to
judge whether it is fair
or not,” said McConnell.

“The easiest way is to
follow the rules.”
“We
adhere
to
National
Collegiate
Athletic
Association
(NCAA) policies to the
utmost importance here,”
said McConnell. “They
had great careers, it’s
unfortunate it had to
come to this.”
Associate
Director
of Athletics Anthony
Del Prete said that
the violation was selfreported and that they
admitted to guilt. Del
Prete, who is also the
university’s head baseball
coach, said they are
currently in the process
of reporting the violation
to the NCAA. Del Prete
said that the directors will
meet with the coaches “to
get everyone on the same
page” and to understand
how serious the offense
is.
“It was self-reported
and we admitted to guilt,”
said Del Prete. “Our
sports teams comply with
the NCAA rules, we’re
required and mandated to
report (violations),” said
Del Prete in an interview
with The Journal on
Monday afternoon.
After speaking with
Dean of Students &
Associate Vice President

of Enrollment Dr. Ann
Coyne on Oct. 26, Medina
and Sagyndykova said
that they understand the
athletics
department’s
best interest to protect
their department and
the
university.
They
said they wished that
this information was
notified sooner as the
girls would have sat
out for some matches
during the beginning
of the season. They felt
that that information
was used against them
in the “perfect moment,”
before playoffs. Medina
and Sagyndykova, who
brought
their tennis
rackets in case with the
hopes of competing on
Saturday, said that they
also wished that they
were informed sometime
Friday after their meeting
with McConnell rather
than having to find out
on the day of the match
to find out that they were
ineligible to play.
“It’s
about
taking
away a memory that we
are never going to have
again,” said Medina. “We
beat (JWU) once (in a
conference match on
Sat., Oct. 8), we could
have beat them twice. We
could have taken the title
and then this.”

